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REGULATORY COMPLIANCE 
WITH MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
This intuitive system is so simple and easy to use allowing you to focus your efforts 
on prevention while our team takes care of making your inventory globally compliant. 
Look no further, PARATOX translates into Simplicity, Efficiency and Ingenuity!
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By purchasing a hazardous materials management software, 
you will be able to solve a multitude of problems that face you on a 
daily basis. There are more than 6 million hazardous chemicals in 
the world and about 1,200 new chemicals are developed each 
year. That is a huge amount of safety information to incorporate 
into a successful prevention plan. This software will allow you to 
perform your due diligence as well as ensure your compliance with 
different regulations.

 Countless paper binders
 Finding SDS takes too much time
 Too many dedicated resources
 Lack of compliance to the various regulations
 No management system currently in place
 Complicated search engines
 Unrequired products included in the database
 Outdated safety data sheets
 Laborious inventory updates
 Non-compliant or even non-existent labels
 Administration of products is ridiculously time-consuming
 Uncentralized data limits the accessibility to SDS
 Transition to the GHS / WHMIS 2015
 Obtaining SDS in several languages
 Lack of awareness of PPE
 And many more…

PROBLEMS THAT CAN BE REMEDIED 
THROUGH PARATOX



ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
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YOUR CUSTOM-BUILT  
SDS LIBRARY
Get instant access to your custom-built 
library of safety data sheets including 
the 16 sections of GHS centralized 
within a single system.

SMOOTH 
TRANSITION
Benefit from an effective transition to 
GHS regulations since many display 
options are available simultaneously 
(GHS, WHMIS, OSHA, EU).

INTEGRATED 
QR CODE
In case of emergency, get immediate 
access to SDS information using the QR 
code embedded in PARATOX labels. 
You will save precious minutes that 
are crucial in crisis management. 
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LABELS TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS 
Choose the format and regulations applicable to your 
business when creating and printing your labels. Customize 
by adding information specific to your organization.  

ACCESSIBILITY TO ALL
Available in multiple languages and accessible on all plat-
forms, regardless of your geographical location, PARATOX 
will easily become your corporate solution. 

DETAILED INVENTORY 
Associate your hazardous products to their site of use for a 
safer management of incompatibilities in your inventory. 
It will make it much simpler to take the appropriate actions 
in case of emergency. 
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07 COMPLETE PPE REGISTRY
The software offers a customizable registry of 
personal protective equipment linked to each 
of your products. It will enable you to educate 
your employees to handle the hazardous materials 
properly.

SIMPLIFIED QUERY AND QUICK RESULTS
You will have direct and easy access to your records 
with the quick search feature. You can enter the 
minimum of information among different criteria to 
find the desired SDS: product name, synonym, code, 
number, ingredient, department, site of use, etc. 

RELIABLE SDS MANAGEMENT
From taking the inventory to providing overall 
compliance, our team of experts takes charge of 
everything. It is our responsibility in liaison with the 
manufacturers to keep your records up to date. We 
take care of the SDS management while you focus 
on carrying out preventive actions! 
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AN INVESTMENT THAT PAYS BIG!
The majority of companies that have implemented PARATOX have managed to decrease their event rate related to 
hazardous products by more than 50%. These types of accident can cost an average of $15,000 in corrective measures, 
time losses, real estate repairs and environmental impacts. Without doubt, acquiring the PARATOX software will generate 
a short-term return on investment.

 

 

THE ADVANTAGES OF PARATOX
 Centralize all your SDS on one platform
 Get a personalized directory of your products
 Enjoy a smooth transition to GHS
 Significant paper elimination
 We do not outsource our business
 Get access to the latest version of the SDS
 Save time and resources

 Comply with current regulations
 Optimize your management of hazardous materials
 Accelerate your responsiveness to emergencies
 Get instant access to critical information
 Overcome resistance to change
 Implement the software simply and effectively
 Benefit from the support of a qualified team of experts



ON THE CUTTING EDGE 
OF TECHNOLOGY

SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE
Maerix offers software as an annual web rental which 
requires no purchase or installation of computer equipment 
on your part. This enables businesses of all shapes and sizes 
to get fast access to our solutions. 

THE SECURITY OF YOUR DATA 
Maerix takes care of everything related to preservation 
and maintenance. We have elaborate monitoring systems 
to ensure continuity of service. We also have redundancy 
systems at every level, which in turn improves the reliability 
and recovery of your data. 

DATA ARCHIVES
When you acquire one of Maerix’s software, you will still 
have access to the historical data that you have accumu-
lated over the years. This way, you can easily gain access to 
statistics showing you, amongst other things, the big picture 
in terms of HSE.

INTER-SYSTEM CONNECTIVITY
We put at your disposal connectivity APIs designed to 
communicate with any management tools already in place 
in your organization (when applicable). Our software can 
then become an addition to your planning (“ERP”) such as 
SAP, PeopleSoft, Oracle, Taleo, Microsoft Dynamics, etc. 
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PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
Conceived by our team, our software are built from the best 
programming languages of the day, such as SQL, PHP, HTML and CSS. 
It allows us to have the most performant applications, as well as the 
most visually impeccable on the market. 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
To have access to our software, all you need is an internet connection 
and a browser. Our solutions are optimized for the latest version of all 
browsers such as: Internet Explorer (9 and later), Chrome, Firefox 
and Safari.

FRAMEWORK
By designing and creating our software from beginning to end,  Maerix 
is not restricted by a conceptual online purchased model (or template). 
Our programmers develop all the necessary code, from A to Z, for the 
deployment of our solutions. With all this, we can satisfy all your 
requirements using the latest technologies available on the market. 
Nothing can stop us! 



AN UNPARALLELED 
CUSTOMER SERVICE
EMERGENCY SERVICE SUPPORT Maerix offers a multilingual 24 hours, 
7 days a week, 365 days a year support platform. If you have an unusual 
schedule, or any of your business units are on a different time zone, this 
service is for you. 

AVAILABLE TRAINING Although our software is incredibly easy to use, 
we offer several types of training: administrative, supervision, users and 
upgrade. Our courses are given in your offices, ours or online, as needed.

SMOOTH AND HARMONIOUS TRANSITION Whether you currently 
use a spreadsheet or an outdated system that no longer meets your needs, 
the transition to our solutions is easy and seamless! You will be operational 
with your all-new database in no time. 

ADVISORY SERVICES To reduce resistance to change, and adapt to 
each and everyone’s computer skills, Maerix also offers an advisory service. 
This service allows you to adapt training to small workgroups and make 
use of the software effectively in the context of your work environment, 
with direct relation to the everyday tasks of your participants. Our team of 
trainers will move within your organization as needed.
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YOUR SEARCH 
ENDS HERE… 
ALL YOU NEED TO DO 
IS SAY YES! 
In conclusion, PARATOX is a hazardous materials management 
software, designed to enable you to benefit from a standardized 
and visually flawless reports, increasing both efficiency and 
performance.

Forget about managing everything on paper and concentrate on 
avoiding fatal accidents that could cost you thousands of dollars.

As you can see, Maerix’s multi-dimensional software answers all 
your needs. The next step is to give your approval to start imple-
mentation. Being simple, efficient and resourcefully ingenious, 
we will accompany you at every step. We’re ready to help you 
enjoy the best management software, to enable you to increase 
your efficiency and performance as quickly as possible.
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OTHER MANAGEMENT 
SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

  Health    Safety    Environment    Absenteeism 

Job Hazard Analysis  

Simplicity    Efficiency    Ingenuity

450.227.2272
Toll free: 1.866.866.2228

info@maerix.com
www.maerix.com

 Training    Knowledge    Skills

Works with Connectivix


